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filali 
As a result of competition in the iron and steel industry, pro- 

duction capacity in recent years has beer, outrunning eteel consumption 
by »bout 100 »1111101» tonno« a year.     This hae led to a considerable 
disturbano« in the balano« between supply and demand.      The européen 
•teel industry has adoptad tha following atrategie« to oounter tha 
resulting decline in thair profits  : 

a*     Changes in production tachniquas; 
b. Amalgamation»; 
c. Ralocation. 

the purpoae of thia study ia to formulate tha noat important input 
data for the choice of an optimum location fro« th« commercial point of 
via», indepandently of national economic policy objectives. 

Only essential and quantifiable factor« have bean tasan into 
aooount.  Many other factora, such aa manpower requi reaten te, eliff<ate, 
nature of ground, infraatructure, etc., have been ignored. 

Among the quantifiable factora to be conaidered is tha question of 
the market outlet, including the place of eonaumption, the volume of 
finiahed producta required there, and the diatance from the market outlet 
to the point of production.  «Tien the market analysis has bean completed, 
the data obtained are uaed to draw up a poaaibla marketing programme. 
When this programme has been worked out, a hypothetical production pro- 
gramme i« drawn up based upon it.  This in turn aervee aa a »tarting 
point for determining what inetallations will be needed. 

The next step is to obtain the capital needed to equip the plant. 
Thia includes not only machinery, servio©«, etc., but aleo the whole 
investment programme that must be carried out in order to make production 
possible. 

In order to establish the difference in coat between two locationa, 
the cost of each mu«t be calculated separately.  Thia means building up 
volume charte, calculated separately for each stage of production, which 
are then coated on the basis of current prices to obtain the production ooeta 
applicable to a given location. 

Finally, in order to determine the most favourable location, the 
cost of transporting the producta to the market outlet must alao be taken 
into consideration. 
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In the first step of this procedure, xt is ssumed that economic 
condition« at the alternative locations remain constant : the calcula- 
tion involved is purely static. 

In order to determine the optimum long-term location, however, the 
factors liable to vary in the course of time and their different 
behaviour at various looationa must be quantifiable.  The report there- 
fore goes on to feive a brief description of a calculation mouel which 
makes it possible, uainf dynamic methods of calculation, to quantify 
the long-tar« advantage« to be derived from a given location. 

This type of operation is extremely laborious, and is therefore 
only used when there is a reasonable oertainty that essential changes in 
the various location factors can be expected over the years. 

These theoretical considerations regarding location comparisons 
are followed by a model glosai analysis of the comparative advantages 
of fattamela, Brasil, Liberia, South áfrica, and Australia as alternative 
locations in relation to the western part of the Mar (federal »epublic 
of Germany). 
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introduction 

During the last ten yearo, the question of optimal location 

for a fully integrated iron and steel plant has increasingly 

been raised and discussed in the iron and steel industry. 

The discussion of the problems involved was not merely 

confined to the European countries because, owing to the rapid 

spread of know-how in bulk steel production, steel has become 

« product which can be and is being made all over the world. 

¿he  reasons leading to new thinking on the problem of where 

to establish plant are various. Some of these can be explained 

m micro-economic terms, as is done in the following. 

ïht post-war pariod saw an unusually rapid increase in world 

•teal consumption, which could not be met by the existing 

production capacity at first. ïhis great steel consumption was 

du. to an above-average pant-up demand and, later, to continuine 

industrali.ation, Naturally, thic great unsatisfied demand led 

to a typical seller's market, thus inducing the sellers to 

•xtand their plant and to adapt them to the level of demand, 

in this context, it is worth noting that it was not only the 

traditional steel-producing countries which expanded their 

production capacities, but that further countries established 

•teel production. Thus, we can nowadays see some 2o countries 

producing approximately 9o per cent of the world's crude steel, 

«hereas, 5o years ago, this percentage was produced by only 
fiva countries. 

All industrial nation«, of course, base their planning on the 

daair. fxrat to supply their home markets and secondly to gain 

• high share in the export market for meeting world demand. 

This competition led to the increase in crude-steel capacity 

running ahead of steel consumption by some 1oo million tons 

of crude steel per yew, thus disturbing the balance between 

production capacity and consumption. This change in the market 

situation and, with it, the change fro, a seller's to a buyer's 
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iu.^rket  exacerbated competition between those offering steel 
in all world steel markets. The result of this competition 
were substantially lower revenues for all sellers and,  conse- 
quently,  lower profits. 

Along with this worsening of the steel market position we can 
note a development which narrowed the steel market from another 
angle.  The research findings of other industries and their 
expansion (see     Fig. 1),  e. g. the chemical industries, made 
it possible for steel to be expelled from traditional areas 
of consumption by substituting it with more and more improved 
products.   3o years ago,  reinforced-concrete bridges were rare, 
whilst nowadays it is difficult for steel to struggle against 
this competitive product. Figure 2   shows that the process 
of steel being substituted by such competitive products   has 
by no means been completed, which means that we must certainly 
make some mental efforts to meet this competition. 

If we look at the reactions of the European steel industries 
to the above developments and tendencies, we can see certain 
strategies, which are described in the following in a somewhat 
simplified way. 

1.1- Oharas in the production procesa 

In order to bridge   the widening gap between costs and revenue, 
every effort is being made to increase the efficiency of 
existing plant in order to reduce costs. Por a simple example, 
we refer briefly to the blast-furnace sector, where,  as a result 
of fully prepared ore, by means of injecting O2, reformed   gas, 
oil etc.,  as well as by using high pressure at the t0Pi °<>B*" 

have successfully been lowered. 

Another,  even more revolutionary improvement can be noted in 
the steel-production sector, which has seen the introduction of 
the oxygen blast process. Figure 3a shows how the oxygen blast 
process overtook the traditional steel-making methods in the six- 
ties. Whereas, in 1957»  one LD converter, with a tap weight of 
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Pig.  1 Probable development of world consult: on of plastics and steal,   l966-2000 

Rate of growth of steel oonsumption I965-I98O in per cent par y«*r. 
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4o tons, was erected in the Federal iiepublic of Germany for the 

first tin«, the tap weight of the largest converter has increased 

to 4oo tons today. The difference in productivity can best be 

illustrated b7 pointing out that a 25o ton converter in action 

produces the eaae amount of crude steel as 8 open-hearth fur- 
naces with a tap weight of 3oo tons. 

The increasing introduction of the continous casting procese 

to avoid the production stages of casting bay, »oaking pit., 

blooming or slabbing «ill, as well as the efforts to achieve 

direct reduction, are only briefly mentioned ia this context. 

1*2* Si«?*« to fona lai»« filiation m^, 

Th« increased output was largely du« to t«ehnologio«l progr««« 

in the field« of processing, whioh provided us with blast fur- 

naces with h«arth di «etere of 14 metres, LD converters with 

a tap weight of 4oo ton«, blooming «Ills with an annual tarou§h- 

put of 5 million ton« of orud« st««l. The investment roauir«d 

for such plant and the necessity of making full u.t of the. ia 

ord«r to utilise the advantag« of fix«d co.ts degr.e.ion fr«- 

eu«ntly exceeded the scop« of existing enterpri«««. It was, there- 

fore, a logical con««qu«ae« for som« firm« to »erge ia ord«r to 
form larger enterprises. 

1.3. ftiMti m lnitiirn 
In th« past it was most adraatagwua for «••lting plant, to b« 

••tabli«hei on a eoal or or« basis, where th« transport coats 

of coal or or« w«r« minimal. In V«.t«m lurop« th3r. «r« «till 

num«rou« examples of such plaats, although th«r« have b««a 

clo«ur... In th« Ruhr aad Saar districts, s«v.ral auch plant, 

war« e«tabli«h«d in the immediate vicinity of coal «in««, 

wh«r«as in Lorraine several plants war« built in an iron-or« 

district. Later, after th« discovery «ad development of ovr.«a. 

coal and iron-ore deposit* - the lattar proved to hav« a high«r 

Fe content than the European ore used «c far ~ and aft«r • «ub- 
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gtantial reduction in ••• kran«port coat* dut to biffpr ahipa, 

ot «5 location« bteut «or« favourable than the traditional ont«, 

A aita on the coast Una of ona of th» world'a oeeana waa pre- 

ferrad, provided bif ahipa could reach it. In the paat deeadea, 

thia obvioua "aove to tbt coast" is a character!atic feature of 

new iron and ateel planta in Western Europe. 1) 

HHQTtlOl »PBroiCh»» to the It im probi- 

Against th* background of growinf induatraliaation and 

increarunf competition on eoatuc sale« «arket« the problem 

of optimmlly siting ita planta is beco»inp sore and »ore 

important for every anterpriae, Sciaatific raaaarch on the 

probi»* la beine r»fin»d »11 th» tla« and ia being develop»«! 

in  detail in ord»r to clarify th» »a y»t uaclaj'ified rela- 

tionships froa a »icro-econosic point of vi»«. The am i a to 

provida each »nterpria» with th» framework within which it ia 

able to d»eid» on ait»» of intereet. 

The first *tt»mpt of m«Jor aci»ntific r»l»r»nea to clarify 

penerai »itine problems waa mad» by Johann Heinrich von TMIamm« 

Thia theaia was firtt publiahed in 1816. 

Further ^nv»atifstions into th» location theory by Röscher, 

Schaffie, and Launhardt were followed in 19o9 by Alfred Weber'» 

book "On th» Location of Industri»»". 

After Thünen'e theory, which waa exclueively baa»d on a«rioul- 

tur«, Weber's th»ory of loe»ti©n waa th» firat to b» systema- 

1) Brühl i nf, U. W. :  Neuere Entwicklungen is LagerungabiId der 

europei«chen Eiaen- und Stahlinduatrie, 

Hamburg 1969 
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tic.lly drawn up on the realities of on industrial econoay. 
in his thesis, he introduced the term "location factor" 
-hich he explain, as «a sharply defined specify advantage, 
which beco.es relevant  for ,n economic activity if the  latter 
takes place at a specific location or even generally at  loca- 
tions of a  specific kind". 

Accorai,* to «,„•. th..i.,  ioc.tlon fMt0„ „, ,uch f 

or a g.ograpiuc.l  lection „hioh rana.r it attractive ror 
induatri.l  production.  Ho„.v.r, W.b.r r.atrict. hi. d.rinition 
in .0 rar a. to ... production coat adrantaga. only, „nil. 

ZT^olZ th^,,•6i,U'i•* «n *»««— ««t« Plant lo..tion •*y n*v« 00 the sales area. 

fatta cou«. ., „i. „ort, W.b.r in»..tie.t„ th. variou. 
typa- or coat, in indu.tri.l plant, in ord.r to .tat. th. 
oagra. or dap.nd.nc. or .ach typ. or ooat on th. .p.ti.1 

!^Ct!ri"^' °f th* Pl*C* °f *«*»*i«. H. r..ch.a th. 

por« ar. te, t. c,n.id„.d a. location ractora. By convarting 

ZTtZ" " "" m" " inPUt ""•rU1- iot° «rapport 

loc.Uon choie,   ror a* i.0l.t.d production, ..r.ly to th. 
t.o factora or labour aod tranaport oo.ta. 

¡STi,'1rS»!t d't,,n,lnin€ th« °P""1 location and at a.fi- 
ZZ.I, / ""•" "" ~ °f "" "*•» — "«»Port coat, or a eduction con.id.r-d in i.ol.tion i. io„..t. 

«a-HTT" """  °r TM,"n "• W,b,r — *>"—• »T 
«hl^   L 'T1'"10" "hi0h *"< " ""•*•* ^cation thaory, ^ „„. , lmm itoltUi approtoh 

îutT* rli0'tiOn" h°",V,r' ««~ « «» ra.lia.tion hat th. ohoxc. or location d.p.nd. on , „,.„„ „       ¿^ 

t. thair ta»*, ror th. ..t.bli.h,.nt or induatriâT 

J 
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production, before a decision in favour of a specific site 

can be made. Accordingly, some of the following criteria of 
location choice may be relevant: 

1.) Sales market 

2. ) Production programme 

3.) Transport costs to sales market 
4.) Cost of land 

5.) Legal requirements (Dust, noise etc.) 

6.) Cost of materials, cost of energy 

7.) Labour market (qualitative, quantitative, prices) 
8.) Cost of capital goods 

9») Infrastructure of surrounding area 
1o.) Capital market situation 

11.) Piseal preferences 

In order to find the optimal location for an enterprise while 

taking into account these factors of influence, it is an essen- 

tial requirement that the mutual influences of all these factors 

should also be det«rained in quantitative terms. However, these 

locationally relevant factors affect one another in very diffe- 

rent ways, some of the influences varying with time. Prom this 

it can be concluded that permanently optimal locations do not 

exist, but vary according to the relevance of the above factors. 

Por the problem of location choice this means that it must in- 

variably be made with a view to future developments instead of 

being solely baaed on current requirements. 

9MllfflTir 1f>C»Uon patterns in the European steel industries 

If we look at the development of the European iron and steel 

industry, we will find that, in Central Europe, this branch 

of industry has invariably been sited according to where its 

major raw materials - iron ore and coal - were found. As late 

at in 1961, some 55 per cent of crude-steel production within 

the European Coal and Steel Community were located on a coal 

basis, as compared to 35 per cent on an iron-ore basis. 
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stries in the Huhr „* Saar ai*^""*"" ^
0n and st«l indu- 

es cle„ly due to the eXiStin r ;; .r;11 " *-B^-. 
« still to be found todav   Th. «"P0"*« • Hue concentration 

•M« in ioc.tion pattern.\7lTZ a. theT' ""* ' "r"1» 
•tri« of the Huhr h.v. 0„n conc.n~at.donr "« •*- *»*- 
.«t.rn border are... The decisive fL\      °° "» »"*« «* 
th. inland ..w,, the "".       f,ct0• ia "*. respect ..re 

«««. «hue the .rt
7:n. I' „T he ~ ^ C°n"ntr"1» *« «» 

concentration in the ...t. "o*«""*-»« Ca„«i accouats fop 

By the end of World War IT    . —., 

1-* «O, b..n «Ubli.".d ¡n   " " ^ S'«l Vor*.- 
-U « - result of «.1^'       t      "'"• "^ PlMt *"•*»" 
MUtie. for obtain^\T^^ '""' P~i- 
O.C.U.. of it. dosed nationai h„.. ^k

r::"7 * •"• bUt !l*° 

«ter World War I!, aOT. other countries also ... . „ „ 
«hift of location when neu „,iH„    , Distinct 

1*9 in,..tie.ti„n .ho^t   ¿„Tna. *"~. ««*•. 
"»v. to the coast- in £urope   Ì"^ " V,r7 diw»»i«> 
to th. coast, crude.  irTT,Ll "" lo"tio«l «Uft. 

fono., h, th. prodU:uonnporrr r «ir• - —. 
the «cp^ion of r„u.d..t..1   * '^ * the «*»« hM, 

«v. . f-tur, of coastal pÎ«t. " „    ' "° '"M "° di,Mo<!- Pl«nt. a, co«pu..d with inland pltat. 
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On the contrary,  Brühling's investigation reveals that it 
may be quite advantageous for,  say,  rolling mills of the second 
heat stage to be close to their sales markets.  The different mi- 
gration patterns of crude iron,  crude steel, and finished rolled 
steel production alio* the first conclusion that each stage of 
production should be investigated separately in location analysis. 

However, let us first look at the most important new establish- 
ments of steel plants in Europe. The reasons determining choice 
of location can be briefly outlined as follows: 

a) Taranto 

The choice of Taranto is probably chiefly due to the idea 
that such an undertaking was a means of changing the unila- 
terally agricultural economic structure of Southern Italy. 
Thus, this steel plant was regarded as a first step which, it 
was hoped, would spark off further industrialisation in the 
area. The plant was planned for export production - some 3o 
to 4o per cent of its production was to be exported to the 
Middle East and Africa. The site, being on a deep-sea port, 
was to make both shipment of the products and reception of 
the raw materials (iron ore and coal) easy and favourable in 
terms of costs, since the raw-material requirements are almost 
exclusively met by overseas countries. 

b) 

An expansion of crude-steel production on the part of the 
enterprise concerned made a search for a new site necessary, 
because the existing plants were incapable of expansion either 
for lack of land or for economic reasons. Since most of the 
iron ore had to be imported from overseas countries, to which a 
major share of production was likewise exported,  the management 
decided to choose a coastal site on a deep-sea port. At the 
same time, inland waterways are used for carrying the required 
inland raw materials as well as those finished products which 
are to be sold in the home market. 
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c) Dunkirk 

One criterion for siting a steel pl»t herc ...  u, 
o the sale* Barketi   i>e-  eupplyinp the PM it, 

lnauBtry „lth ohect steel- At the Baae howeJ
pb^ ^ 

«     .« dispensed with in favour of iron „ ^¡"'¿'Z? 
overseas  countries. F      ea lroB 

lllTZl tT eetabllShine <hi° •*- PI-* in south.• 
France were the e<u,e as those le.dine to the !„»«„ plmnt. 

e) toaevlairt» 

This ne* plant,  still in the planning stage, was to be . 
»ere primary production plant for the exTlllZ A 

s^i-finished promts.  L *£   ^r~ " 

and the other half in a coastal .ill „earby. . * *U§ 

otrs8!1 •e Sl~  T1U8írly deBi*Bed ** *- - - 
likewise ZL a Í '•liwtion of this probtet would 

If we look at only these five &«* «t-.-i     i    ^ 

BU ss no nt into the fraaawn** „#>    . 

xi the state grants the enterprise «uh«*,«., 
finance or tax relief, «icro-«««,^ IUblidlM» 
favour such a choice L I ° rtMOBe» ^, light en a choice as secondary factors. 
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b) The site is chosen for micro-economic reasons, these beinp 

orientation on the sales market, the supply market or the 
labour market. 

Irrespective of the two reasons listed above for location 

choice, it must be remembered that new plants are established 

by firms or groups of firms which already have smelting plants 

elsewhere. As the first sat of reasons is largely characte- 

rised by objectives of national economic policy-objectives, 

whose significance the outsider can hardly gauge accurately 

aince economy, infrastructure, and national prestige can hardly 

be assessed in economic terms, I should like to confine my 

pap«   to the second set of reasons. However, even this 

approach can only provide information on the tendi \cy, as well 

as on the procedure and implementation of planning, but it 

will not be able to offer ready-made solutions. 

foreo-tOMMlo rtaiona for (inauri ng plant ligation 

in accordance with the criteria listed above for plant location, 

the first European iron and at eel plants can be saia to have been 

optimally located. For theee establishments in Central Europe 

ware orientated on the deposits of the major raw materials for 

the production process, i. e. iron ore and coking coal. Once crude- 

iron and crude-eteel planta were established, other steel-using 

industries were set up there, too. The mutual reletionahip between 

theae two industries in return stabilised the location of existing 

iron and at eel plants. As it is, the concentration patterns in the 

luropean iron and steel industries in clearly attributable to the 

diatribution of ooal deposits, and has largely remained ao until 

today, fhie fact becomes even more obvious if one looks at the 

economic integration of ooal and steel, i. e. between coal-mining 
and amaitint planta. 

However, if we look at the increasing migration of luropean 

iron and at eel industries to the ooasts, we must aak 
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what reasons were decisive in this respect. Which of the 
location factors,  then, have changed so drastically that 
locations on the European inland iron-ore and coal deposits 
are no longer optimal? 

The progress made in production processes brought about 
better and better outputs both in the production and subse- 
quent treatment of crude iron. The prerequisite of higher 
blast-furnace outputs, however, is an improvement in the 
physical and chemical preparation of the ore.  But central 
European ore, with its low Pe content, made it impossible 
to achieve these outputs. This is why European smelting 
plants imported more and more rich iron ore from overseas. 
This ore was unloaded in coastal ports. 

The reduced significance of inland ore can be seen most 
clearly from the relative increases in iron-ore mining and 
crude-steel production within the European Coal and Steel 
Community. Thus, the increase in iron-ore mining between 
1938 and 197o was from loo per cent to 138 per cent, whereas 
crude-iron production rose, in the same period, from 1oo per 
cent to 28o per cent. 1) 

The contrast between these two rates of increase should show 
«ulte clearly the great extent to which the European iron and 
•teel induatries have used imported iron ore with a high Pe 
content. However, we ought to mention in this context that iron 
ores imported from overseas have, in addition to their high Pe 
contant, the advantage of low prices. Their deposits are bigger 
and, unlike most inland iron-ore mines, are largely aocessible 
through open-cast mining. 

1) Stahleiaenkalender 1973, Düsseldorf, S.  172 und 175 

WEM 
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Coal-mining lost its importance in the same way in the 

European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). The supply of 

cheaply priced coking coal of good and, partly, better 

quality was great so that inland coking coal no longer 

accounted for miero-economic determinations of location 

advantages. 

With this, however, the two major location factors had 

decreased in importance, whilst the coast had gained a 

location advantage because overseas raw materials could 

be used directly on being unloaded. This location advan- 

tage of the coast over inland sites resulted chiefly from 

the cost of transporting the two raw materials inland from 

the coast. 

Those steel users which are established neav steel producers 

continue to stabilise the latter's location, but they are 

not capable of absorbing the entire crude-steel production 

of the expanding smelting plants. The inland steel producers 

are, therefore, compelled to dispose of their products in other 

markets, mostly in overseas markets. This fact accounts for a 

deterioration of inland against coastal sites, because there 

are additional costs for transporting finished products from 

the inland site to the coastal port of shipment. 

The locational disadvantage accruing to inland smelting plants 

as compared to coastal plants, taking the same sources of supply 

into account, amounted, in 1967« in the eastern Ruhr district 

of the Federal Republic of Germany, for instance, to approxima- 

tely DM 8,— to DM 1o,— per ton of finished product made of 

crude oxygen steel. This differential is merely the increased 

cost of iron-ore transport. "0 

1) V. H. Mieth u. H. Schenck, StE(9o/l97o), S. 5o4, Tafel 5 
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The secondary freight rates lor transporting overseas 
coking coal to the inland plants would be a little lower 
if the German iron and steel plants were allowed to freely 
choose their sources of supply. Since there are no freight 
costs for transporting finished products to ports for «£** , 
purposes,  the coastal plant gains another advantage of -W•^ 
Ltely m 7,-/ton on the basis of 1967 prices, Aga^st all these 
advantages,  the cost of transportine semifinished P^°«£°"        ¡ 
the coast to inland plants for further processing only a»ount to      ^ 

about DM 1o,—/ton. 

In my opinion, these three facts IK» the conclusion that 
the traditional location factors have decreased J» ^«"^ 
as a result of fundamental structural changes which have taken 
place and are still taking place in Europe, and as a result of 
worldwide trade, the opening-up of ne, supplies of raw materia * 
and the possibilities of low-cost shipping fro» overseas countries. 
This is the reason why all steel companies tend to °P* "« 
coast «hen considering ne, plants,  in order not to he •*J«£*> 
any restraints of supply or sales.  If we exclude all other fac- 
tors determining the choice of location from our considerations 
for a moment, we can see the shift in optimal location solely 
attributable to the aim of minimizing transport costs. 

One objective in the establishment of ne, plants, irrespective 
of the country in which they are to be set up, is, therefore, 
quite apart from the effects of other locational factors, to 
minimize the cost of transporting raw materials to and finished 

products from the plant. 

5.      FiftM "f dtmlttlM Ippica 
The preceding chapter contained a brief summary of those reasons 
which led to locational changes in central Europe. Of these 
reasons, that of minimizing transport costs «as the most impor- 
tant    if all other factors are considered as being of the same 
importance at every other location. These factors, which apply 
specifically to the central European area, are not of equal weigh 
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for all other sites under consideration.  However, this means 
that,  principally,  all  locational factors relating to this 
decision must be taken into account for achieving a correct 
result. Now, while it may be the sole aim of this discussion 
to make suggestions on how to draw up locational analysis,  it is, 
however,  quite impossible to give concrete information on good 
or bad sites.  It would require a period of at  least one year 
for every single locational analysis to be made in depth. 

In order to demonstrate the way in which locational analysis can 
be drawn up, the approach is to be described in theoretical terms 
in the following. Only the major locational factors will be con- 
sidered in this. However, many other factors, which may be of 
major importance to a locational analysis, but are often not 
quantifiable, will not be dealt with.  In this context I am thin- 
king of the labour problem,  for example. The availability of 
human labour of the required quantity and quality is one of the 
essential prerequisites for establishing a smelting plant. This, 
of course, also includes a potential of welltrained executives, 
who are willing to give their best and to take on responsibili- 
ties. Moreover, it includes managers who cannot only supervise 
but also inspire their staff. These problems,  although relevant 
in practice, are assumed to be solved in this paper. 

In addition, we do not take into account any locationally typical 
special factors and their effect on the balance, such as the ef- 
fect of climate, soil condition, the market, infrastructure, etc., 
though the latter factor is of very specific importance. Thus, 
it is quite possible that a decision is made on account of the 
proximity of schools or other training institutes, residential' 
areas,and hospitals, or a well-developed road and railway system. 
In this context we must also consider the proximity of manufac- 
turing industries, repair shops, and supplier's factories, because 
these provide the possibility of rapidly making use of these firms 
in the event of breakdowns, thus increasing the availability of 
plants. 
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5.1 Sales market 

Sales markets are very important locational factors. In t is 

context, this term is to be understood a, includinr bot, Ue 

place of consumption ana the quantity of finished product, 

supplied to this place. We must, therefore, beCin by raising 

the question of the quantity of finished products which can 

or are to be sold in which sales market. 
In order to be able to answer this question, we must firrt 

examine the total demand of the markets, which are to be 

supplied by the nev, smelting plant. The possible behaviour of 

competitors must likewise be taken into account in the analysis, 

in addition, market analyses must be made in order to uetermine 

the quantitative extent to which the markets under consaderation 

will grow. From this, deductions must be made on how much the 

new plant can participate in meeting the overall market demand, 

and how much its sales will grow altogether. At the end of these 

analyses there «ill be a possible sales programme, as is shown 

by Table 1. 

Table *1 
Possible sales according to markets in 1.ooo tons per year 

Market X 
12o ^0 f 165 ¿¿0 

•Pi** 8 

This sales programme, however, only shows possible sales. 
Figures 1 to 5 may serve as examples of what information 
must be arrived at for drawing up such a sales programme. 

Figure 1 shows the expected development in the consumption 
of crude steel as well as that of its competitor, plastics. 
In order to arrive at an approximate comparability, the dimtn- 
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Sion "m-'" was chosen instead of the weifht unit "t". i'he d i B'TM , 

however, showß how much greater tV~ rates of growth are for 

plastics as compared with steel. In accordance with thin trend, 

the prowth rates for world steel consumption, phown in the lower 

part of the diagram, can be seen to be modest, too, havinr »n 

approximate prowth rate of 4.8 per cent p. a. between 1965 and 

198o. The highest growth rate, with about 8.8 per cent p. a., 

is to be expected in the Asian markets, whilst the lowest, about 

1.5 per cent p. a., is anticipated in the U.S.A.. Naturally, all 

these data must be considered as overall figures. They do not 

suggest any specific growth rates for each product. 

This again requires an analysis of each consumer, i. e. we muât 

determine the extent to which the output of industries using stesi 

and, with it, their steel consuaption will rise and to what ex- 

tent steel and its competitors can be substituted in the process. 

On this,  Figure 2   shows an example of the degree to which 

steel products are expected to be substituted, by the year 2ooo, 

by plastics, aluminium, asbestos cement, and concrete. At the sane 

time, in accordance with the level of knowledge today, the upper 

saturation limit of substitution is shown. 

"Figure 3,    then, shows the anticipated development of crude* 

steel production and the resulting rates of increase until 198©. 

For planning new plants, however, these figures would be incom- 

plete without the contrast offered by Figur* 4-    This shows 

the development of crude-steel capacities and their exploitation 

since 196o, as well as their estimated development until 196o. 

From this we can see that, on average, only about 85 per cent of 

the existing crude-steelcapacities are used, i. e. by 196o 

a crude-steel production capacity of some 15o million tons per 

year will not be utilized. This, however, means that may further 

crude-steel capacity is bound to oompete with the not fully 

utilized existing capacities. It is the aim of this account to 

warn against over-optimistic expectations on the basis of previous 

growth rates. 
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Pig. 3b - Development of crude steel production 
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Finally, we point  to    Figure 5, which shows the development 
of the steel market between 197o and 198o according to an USI 
prognosis.  It is expressed in terms of an anticipated increase 
in the per-capita increase in steel consumption in various 
countries, providing a good survey of the extra steel consump- 
tion by 1985 as compared to 197o. 

The vast amount of available records - of which only five were 
selected - may show how great an effort of work must be invested 
in analysing sales markets before a desirable sales programme 
can be worked out. 

After this stage of work, it will next be necessary to determine 
the markets which should or could be supplied, their distance 
from the location of the smelting plant, the methods of trans- 
porting the finished products to these markets, and the costs 
accruing in the process. At the same time, it is useful to 
analyse the prospects of the major competitors in this market 
in order to determine,  for instance, whether or not they are 
abel to supply the market at more favourable transport rates, 
or to what extent they have a transport advantage or disadvan- 
tage against our own location. 

'tffftlrtlfll mffffî ffltá Inouï of plant 

Following the development of a possible sales programme on 
the basis of a sales market analysis, we must now proceed to 
develop the required production programme for these markets. 
The production programme itself, then, is the basis for drawing 
up the layout of plant. 

Let us assume that the possible sales programme had shown 
that cold-rolled products (plate, hot wide strip) could be 
sold in major quantities on the date the plant has been sche- 
duled to open, and that, in the long run, too, positive growth 
rates in market demand for these products can be expected, while 
the analysis predicted sufficient sales for rod and sections 
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only in later years. In thig osa«, the decision is most likely 

to be for sheet steel production to be established first 

together with the neceaaary supply of stock, while production 

capacity for sheet products and section steel are to be added 

at a later stage. How, then, are production progresses deter- 
ained after this decision? 

A start will be aade with cold-rolled products. Ve auat examine 

what layout of plant is beat. At the same tiae, the plants in 

question auat not be too big at the beginning of production, 

as this would aean bad capacity utilisation, but they must alao 

aake it poaaible for the quantitiee which are expected to ba 

sold in future to be produce« through a potential extension of 

the plant in atages. In the event of plants being under-utilised 

during the firat phase of extension, a correction of the poaaible 

sales scheme for the producta concerned will have to be nada. In 

this case, following a change in the objectivée, a poaaible sales 
program* becoaes a target-salea programe. 

Taking into account the output of the cold-rolling «ill, it 

will then be poaaible to aaaeaa the required amount of hot wide 

strip for further processing in the cold-rolling «ill. Depending 

on the depth of treatment, the cold-rolling »ill output amounts 

to between 91 and 9* per cent. In this context, it is neceaaary 

to add the direct sales of hot wide «trip in the shape of coila, 

as well aa the demand for cut hot-rolled wide «trip, in order to 

arrive at the correct figurée for hot wide etrip production. On 

this basis, it will then be necessary to draw up a suitable plant 

layout in the same way as waa done for the production of.  cold- 

rolled producta. If the capacity of the first building stage 

tallies with demand, the salea schema need not be aodified. How- 

ever, the caae may occur that the firat building stage faila to 

aeet the demand for hot wide «trip, whilst the second building 

stage results in too great an inoreaae in capacity. In this aitu- 

ation, a lowering of sales targets, for inatance.for hot wide »trip, 
suggests itaelf. 
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The required or possible production of hot wide utrii. calif for 

approximately l.o7» t of roughed slabs for each ton of hot wide 

ptri;.. Taking into account the way roughed slabs are produced - 

slabbing mill or continuous casting - it will then be possible 

to determine the required crude-steel production of the first 

building stage of the new plant. The method of producing crude 

steel is to be determined in accordance with the anticipated 

crude-steel production when the plant is fully operational, and, 

on the other hand, according to how raw materials are obtained - 

iron ore or scrap. If the new plant is mainly based on iron ore, 

the LD process is to be preferred.  If there is a guaranteed and 

sufficient supply of scrap, electric arc furnaces suggest them- 

selves. However, rolling mill capacities are so great with the 

above-mentioned range of products - cold-rolled products, hot wide 

strip, and plate - that only the LD process can be used economi- 

cally from the point of view of productivity. It is in accordance 

with these requirements that the appropriate blast-furnace plant 

must be devised, including ore-preparing plants. As a guide, one 

can assume a requirement of approximately 85o kg  of crude iron 

for each ton of LD crude steel. 

In this way, a detailed production programme is drawn up and 

mutually balanced with the sales programme. At the same time, 

the required plant layout is devised inclusive of its long-term 

extension. The next step is to calculate the investment sum for 

building these plants. This sum includes not only the investment 

costs for production plant required but also every other invest- 

ment required to make production possible. A comparison of sites 

will already reveal a difference with regard to investment costs. 

Different infrastructures, difficulties in setting up plant be- 

cause of different site conditions and land costs, differences 

in transport to and from the site etc. may be decisive factors 

in this respect. 

There have been a number of publications on the subject of 

production plant layout, their efficiency, the relationship 
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between investment costs and plant dimensions etc.. This is 

why these problems will not be given any further attention in 

this report. The publications listed in the Bibliography provide 
a good survey of these subjects. 

Once investment costs have been assessed roughly on the basis 

of the planned plant layout, they must be compared and brought 

into line with the quotations of the suppliers. Prom this we 

are already able to calculate, taking into account the service 

life (useful life) of the plant as well as the necessary interest 

payment of the capital to be invested, the capital service to be 

made by the plant, i. e. to calculate write - off and interest 

for the production planned. When comparing sites, differences 

of investment costs or capital service costs are first indica- 
tions of a locational advantage. 

J5.3 Determination of coat difference 

In order to determine a cost difference between two locations, 

the costs of each location oust be calculated separately. Por 

this purpose, it is first necessary to devise, taking into account 

production programmes and the production plant concerned in each 

caie, a quantitative framework of all those cost items such as ore, 

lime, energy, labour, repair costs etc. 1) which are necessary to 
realise production. 

Such a framework, which is devised separately for each production 

stage from crude iron to the finished product, is thereupon 

assessed on the basis of prices currently charged at the location 

in question. In this manner, the product costs are arrived at in 
relation to location. 

1) Kieth V. H. : Bisi 8643-1, p. 30 ff. 
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Figure 6     shows the manning scheme for a blast -furnace plant 

as an example of the determination of labour costs in two diffe- 

rent locations. This quantitative framework, apart from listing 

the number of Jobs, their functions, and their manning, also gives 

examples of wages in order to provide information on the monthly 

wage bill. However, the table does not allow any reserve for sick 

employees on holiday, this reserve being added to the labour costs 

in the shape of a percentage figure. Moreover, the table does not 

include labour employed for repairs, transport, quality control, 

etc. These employees are listed in the manning plans of their 

respective departments, and are later charged, according to their 

work, to the account of, for instance, the blast-furnace plant. 

In this way the quantitative framework for labour is to be devised 

and assessed for all departments. 

Figure 7   provides an example of how fuel and energy consump- 

tion is determined. It shows the types of energy and the amounts 

necessary for running a smelting plant. This balance sheet was 

drawn up on the basis of an assumed smelting plant with an annual 

production of 3.6 million tons of crude iron, 3.o million tons 

of oxygen steel, and 1.8 million tons of open-hearth crude steel, 

together with wide-ranging further processing of the crude steel 

produced. 

Figures 8 and 9    show the quantitative framework, together 

with an evaluation, for an oxygen steel plant at two different 

locations.     Figures 11 and 12 show such quantitive framework 

for  a universal  Slabbing mill.      The schedule given in Figure 10 
is devised to allow an output assessment of the mill, as well 

as a determination of the costs for each ton of roughed slab 

in terms of input weight of the crude slab and final dimensions 

of the roughed slab. 

These few examples, which only represent a few selected production 

stages, serve to illustrate the analytical method. At the end of 

these analytical procedures we arrive at the final result, the 
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Pi«. 6 - Example of manning schedule and wage determination for blast-furnace plant 
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Fig. '/ - Fuel and energy balance - WorkB A 
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Pnce 
per unit 
" DM 

Liquid fuels 

Tetti feels 

17 

il" *19 
20 

21 

StoolaakJag eiygoa 

Utttritlty 
Sten 

Prlnfcieg/food utter 

Wejrks/^atUsk utter 
Ceapressed tir 
letal 

läget aeald, eaaatserles, egale«. 

2A 

r25 
Palante bricks, far botest 

ÌO^oì 

Nm3 

J-._1J|Û001|   90,00 
J0*kcai   0.016C 

lO'kcal   OjOOW 

52,000 

12,000 

JUL 

Jüll 
NmJ 

5* 

I" 
E39 

Otter treatport tests 

oM)   Out repair wages, exti 
-*1 
|.2 

^3 

¡*5 

Satll tauuats and overheads 

Collettivo operating tosts 

Cterges fer auxiliary units 

eosts 
wages, extras 

Workshop jobs 

0,002 

Total costs 

DM/month 

H,075x- 
50.6W,— 

U.2&2,- 

H-J93j~ 
61.380,- 

12j*> 

12j50 

*t60,00 

0.063 

jww Ujinöu O.OWO 

15,- 

A» 
5.900 I    0.0560 

12.000 

Outside repairs 

laplactteat and spirt parts 
. Htiatotaate  payouts 

mwrterPayacate 

rapili 

i» 
:50 

Cilculttod depreciation 

Calculated interest   (JHfl 

630.039.- 
2-250|- 

50.000,- 

12.50OJ-       0,01. 

f Oit p*r   1 

P'OduCKl 

DM 

0,11 

0,20 

0,19 

0,23 

Work B 
Prie 

per unit 

UM 

2,52 

0,20 

2.956,- 

67.70b.- 

8*5.000.- 

1^000,-       0^58 
7.500,- 

<i).125,- 

0.01« 31.500.- 

311.67»,— 

1.737.500.- 

1*0. HO.- 

112.500.- 

0,01 

.M. 

Total costs 

DM/month 

Mb.?«,— 

28.620^- 
W.555,- 

89.920,- 

71.120,— 
60.927,- 

75,50 
8,10 

8,10 
*• 10,00 

L38 

0,03 

A¥ 

0,0)60 

12,5000 

'5.550.-      0,3* ya» 
Oj.13 

JUL 
6,95 

ySt^-J-üiPl   1»9,60 
158.7»,- 

i»=. 
ilLHl^. 
m.973.- 

Ctltultted interest iffifli 
S-511 Totti strviaa of otpltaT 
H»"t praaess eosts 

Costs arising «uttidt plant 

Process cotti 

J«s»t=. 

5*7.535,- J   2,19 

0>5 

.0,02   . 
04lj 

A* 

5.000f— 

?7.5».- 
1*5.000.- 

LOK.«.- 

ll'JZSi- 
585^000,- 

25.000t- 

215.250,-, 

A*L 

0.058 

0.00» 

Í!Í*!eL_.. ML. _ 12S00 1.05^- 

721.M8.- 

1.M8,- 
J¿.*00,- 

«i.b3*.- 

COM P»I I 

P>9ducrd 

DM 

1,b? 

AU 

0A56 

I   lb» 

ii! 

J2i£Hi=. 
75*.OO0.- 
108.000,- 

6.250,- 

?9.150a- 

..?2î?.!5J- 

21.200.— 

Jâ&2&=. 
1.776.500,- 

OjOI 

MY 
0,03 

-UL 
liF 

0,0) 

I   0,16 

0,09 

0.11 

JUL 
¡¿o 

y? ...«ix» 

ML... J^jW 

1.6» 

Ji£. 
ATX 

Mi 

0^10 

0.16 

150.000.- 

1.037.129JJ- 

550.000.- 

792.650,- 

* 16.320.- 
81.000,- 

1.289.970.- 

8.123.529.- 

ÂSh-  I 

IQZJOO.- 

0,01 

4-l|W_| 
0,6* 

*».»27. 

222.500.- 

0,79 
582.^85,-   I    2J3 

137.5%-   J   OjgJ 
5.000,- 

»0.000.- 

y»r«r 

o¿i 
1.75 

ibi 

0,02  • 

A*. 

1.11$.015.- 
JiiL 

 72J30,- 

OJW 
M5 
2,20 

}'17 

Lu67 

AIL 
5il6 

590.000.— 

8.7D.529 J; 

i£¿± 
2,36 

3».85 

 635^0»,- t.» 
27.000^- 

22O.OO0,- 
16O.0O0.- 

1t11SI».~ 
???ìWI- 
848.500,- 

JZ^PisZ 
1-HîiWi- 
i.352.77?.— 

617.500,- 

8.970.277,- 

*.*6 

A» 

AiL 
ita. 

AJ5J 
-ki¿¿. 
33.M 

Í4ÍL 
35,18 
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PiR- 
-Cost  Bouree  account,   oxy^ei. meltmp  sM   (production  25<->,OUO  t/month; 

Quantity 
breakdown 

Works A Works B 

Charged Charged U 

we qht     wetght 

t/month   kg/t cf »1 

tilisation               0 
Cost 

price 

DM/t       DM/t ci it 

itilisation 

price 
Cost       1 

DM/t       DM/t ci tt     ] 

|     LDAC alsod «til   J? 5.0Q0.. 900 J>Ji*_ - l?2i?L 128,56 __ 115,70 

1      StMlMkiAQ ir« (liqpW) 

1     Ir« «utitstt 
lotil ir« 225.000 900 - 127,21 - 115,70 

MI.000 

1.000 

1.250 

* 

12^50 __ 

1*0,00 

2*i,21 126,63 2* ,82 

0,56 
Strap                                    _   _ 

0,56 .*•*=_. Iagat «a «4 «rap lusts   
•     l«Mf Mr« 5 120,00 0,60 

""lt5o 

120,- 0.60 

*     Spilla«/ ska lis 
500 2 

120,— 1»f- 1|* 

"     lUli skallt 120.- 0.» 120.- 0.2* 

fatal «rap 5>000 220 - 27.17 - iliZL 
Í.  oro:  Irnil: të J Ft « W.11      7Ì,5HH/Ui 1.750 _L Ml „. &2L 66^3 M. 

Sii Ito aaaoMott (69,0 I Mo) 
(77,0 I m) 

200 0,8 600,00 0,*l 550,- 0,** 

rarra tanga«« 1.*50 5.« 500,00 ZtSL *90,- 2.8* 

•          •             (rtflMd)          (82,***») 25 0,1 1.165,00 0,12 1.0**,- 0,10 

Clwtrolytlc   ftangaM« - - - - - - 

! 
I 

ftrro-tllit« (77,5 I SI) 187,5 Ml 820,00 0,62 677,- 0.51 

CalelMHSilleoa - - - - - - 
1 — 
-r 

Alwlniw 125 0,5 1.980,- 0,99 2.178,- r. 1.W 

Aluaini« shot - - - - - ilA 
Ceppar —-— 5 

7.5 

0,02 3.000,- 0,06 J.065,- 0.06 

Ftrro-pkospaoro» Q.Q? Í7?.- 0.01 330.- 0,01 

latti   additi«« 2.000,- 8,0 - 5,18 - 5,05 

5.  Ancillary thargt costs                                             _ _-_ , 
1 1W _ 

-, — 

160.69 1*9.67 fatal «tal lie chargo uom ior i - ? y         ___„„__ 

L«p 11M 625 2.5 5*1,00 0,1* 55,50 0,1* 

Pwdtrod 11« 20.250 81,0 5*,00 *,37 

0,09 

55,50 S» 
a         Ll*HtM« 1.875 7,5 12,70 15,29 0,11 

1   _?? tt 
_ - - - - - 

Aêèêêé   - - - - - - 

Ht«: t«n brat« - - - '     - 

1          CarUirUiofl agtat 225 0,9 76,50 0,07 78.- 0.07 

1      1   fatal flam 22.97> 91.9 *.67 *.M 

lotti ainr«             (total fer Va) J06.725 - - .J&& - 15*.*9 

-        Iagat at* a*d wrap lagats 
«»tor. -4 Fa   t 

8 128,50 1,03 128,00 1,02 
2.000 100 2.000 

•*•§     t««r «rap 1.750 100 1.250 5 115,00 0,58 115,00 0,5« 

H      Skalls/spillsM 1.670 75 6.500 26 107,00 Z,78 106,20 2.76 

J _£     CouMftar «at   -"t si•>* e 3.6*0 55 2.000 8 *Q,00 0,}2 <i0,00 0,32 

9^      Fl« traskod Iron 2.2*5 70 1.250 5 60,00 0,30 60,00 0,30 

ÍC      MilttngraslOMS 20.750 83 - - - - 

,|      Slag cradlt 37.500 150 35.00 5,25 35,00 5,25 

Total eradlt for by-praowts fttZtf 12L. - 10.26 - 10.23 

Natarials cost     (total for 1-6 lesi 7) 250,000 1.000 155,10 1**,26 

Croatia toats 3*,85 35,81 

ftatt toits | 250.000 1.000 189,95 110,1* 
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Fi¿-   lu  - Pass  schedu: 
output 

.e  for universal  slabbing mill  for  }2 • 5t slab to determine 

Type of pass Size 

Reduction 

Rolling   time 

Pass  w 
V= ve 

No. 
H= ho 

rtioal 

ricontai 

Thick - 
ness 

Width    1 .ength Pure rolling 
time 

Holding time Cumulated 
total time 

mm mm mm mm % sec sec sec 

0 1.790 1.040 2.5» 0 10,00 0 

1.790 
1.765 

1.040 
1.040 2.535 

0 

25 

0 

1.* 
2,64 5.» 17,64 

1.715 
1.715 

1.040 
1.040 2.610 

50 
0 0 2,72 7.» 27,36 

1.040 
975 

1.670 

1.685 2.833 
45 
65 

2,6 
6,2 

2,95 5,» 35,31 

,    

< no 
»10 

1.695 
1.650 3.005 

3.231 

65 
45 

45 
60 

6,7 
2,6 

3,05 5,M 43,36 

wo 
150 

1.605 
1.620 

1.630 
1.590 

2,7 
6,6 

3,34 5,» 51,73 

715 
785 3.497 

65 
40 

7,6 
?,5 

3,54 5,» 60,28 

715 
720 

1.545 
1.555 3.811 

45 
65 

2.1 
•,3 

3,97 5.» 69,25 

660 
660 

1.570 
1.525 4.221 

60 
45 2,9 

*,27 *,» 71,52 

660 

595 

1.500 
1.510 4.711 

25 
65 

1,6 
M 

S91 5,» M,43 

10 
530 
530 

1.525 
1.500 5.319 

65 
25 

10,9 
1,6 W 5.» 98,19 

11 
530 
470 

1.500 
1.510 5.9» 

0 
60 

0 
11.J 

6.» 5.» 110,13 

12 
405 
405 

1.525 
1.500 6.992 

65 
25 

1M 
1,6 

7,16 5.» 122,30 

13 
405 
355 

1.500 
1.5» 7.997 

0 
50 

0 
12,5 

1.33 *,» 135,63 

300 
3« 

1.500 
1.5» 9.342 

55 
0 

1',5 
0 

9,73 s» 150,37 

J» 
265 

1.5« 
1.5» 10.6*9 

0 

35 

0 
11,7 

11,14 s,» 166,51 

li 
240 
240 

1.5» 
1.5» 11.701 

25 
0 

9,* 
0 

12,19 5,» 183,71 

17 
240 

225 

1.5» 
1.5» 12.561 

0 

15 

0 
6,3 

13,09 0 196,10 

Output for Various Slab Weights and  Sizes 

Ingot size (mm] Slab size I mm] Charae 

i   m 

£   Rolling 
>      time 

Isecl 

No   of 
Theoretieol 'oiling output lt/h] 

NuTwat-' Width Leugth TWck- Width Leugtr 100 % 80% 60% 

1    1.790 LOW 2.500 225 1.5» 12.6« )       32,5 196.» 17 595,0 476,0 357,0 

2    1.040 1.790 2.500 225 1.5» 12.611 Ï       32,5 177,89 15 658,0 526,0 595,0 

5    1.4» 965 2.500 225 1.110 12.501 J       24,C 174,02 17 497,0 398,0 291,0 

*       965 1.438 2.500 225 1.110 12.501 Ï       24.C 154,42 15 

17 

559,0 

395,0 

447,0_ 

316,0 

348,0 

335,0 

5    1.340 890 2.080 160 1.120 11.61 3       16,C I       145,08 237,0 

6       890 1.340 2.080 160 1.120 11.61 0       16,( )       132,52 15 435,0 261,0 

7    2.250 820 2.215 160 2.13Ö 10.6* j       28,( >      195,33 19 516,0 413,0 310,0 

8       820 2.250 2.215 160 2.130 10.6» 0       28,( >       178,43 17 565,0 452,0 539,0 
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Cost   items 

Unit 

Jjages  

Overtime extra 

Holiday P»yo*nts_. 

c 
9 "c "" aï*. 
£ Qfl 
3 - — 
JI =   ' 
c c o 
O 3 

Txpenditure similar to wages 

(00- 
ture laTaTTes and si-llarexp^n- 

Statotory social charges 

Total personnel costs 

Works A 

Pnce 
per u^it "ota! costs 

~DM / month 

Cos! P*' t 
rtjdi stffl 

I9.9l7.r- 

A'nrW' 3 

18.808,.— -    °«-08- 

Blast fonine gas^ 

«ok« own/natural gas 

Total fuels 

Ì 

Electricity 

Drinking water 

taorks water 

Cospressed air 

28.670,-•_ 

2J.«6,- 

.\),57 

0,0a 

Pn,e TotO-.   COr.tS 

'bM/-nonth 

2^.172,- 

Maatlng 

Total Power 

Q.OWQ 

517.6^-4^1117 
28.560,- 

0,08 

0,12 

0,10 

1,05 

19. W,- 

JÍ2.092,- 

36.360^— 

Cost P*' ' 
crudr stiel 

"DM- 

OjOjL 

5A6.21Q,— 

21.03b,- 0,09 

263.170.-     I    1.W 

JÍ^^O^ 

Eqwlp—wt and tools 

torklog «ateríais 

« | Marks railway 
*• L • • 
% |Qtk»r trantport tost« 

1,M 

le«, cneolcal analyses 

Collottlw «poratloa wt» 

Ck.rgo *«r »wlUam gflfl 

Total otfcor operation, sosta 

1 Quo ropslr wages, wtras 

53.500,- 

Workstop jobs 

Ootsldo ropslr» 

l«plac«o«ot and soar« parto 

7MO0,- 

Malatenance payouts 
[al «aintenWM aod rjpair 

Calculated d«pr«clatle« 

ilcvlatéd Utero« 
«vesfwts' 

Calculated 

letal s«r»ii» sf capital 

process costs   

Cost« srlsiog wtslds plaot 

»rows «osto 

51.900,- 

29.250.— 

320.806,- 

»10.000,- 

25.000.- 

239.000,- 

30.000." 

723.W,- 

207.060,- 

500.917r- , . 

3OO.000.-    1    1t*_ 

lVi.000.— 

1.0W.917,- 

3.120.520,- 

ML 

i.*> ,_ 

M1 

639.013.- 

330.000.- 

J&PJ& 

J¿L- 
1.W- 

JLfc. 
1.125,083,- 

W.200,- 

1..272.720,- 

16,05 

1.90 

17,95 

3.727.913,- 

*.75 
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product costs, as, for example, shown in Figure ll.     This 

method enables us to follow the development of locational 

advantages from production stage to production stage. 

In addition, the products have been divided into those further 

processed in the same plant and those intended for sale. Thus, 

on account of packaging etc., the cost of hot widca^p intended 

for sale is higher than that intended for furtaer processing. 

Figure 14     shows the way an analysis of locational advantage 

can be made, on the example of location "B"; tne influence of 

location factors on the advantage of site "B» is shown for every 

stage of production. Thus, for instance, tba advantage of the 

product LDÀC iron, amounting to DM 12,°<1 par ton, is attributable 

to a lower rate of freight for iron ore (DM 7,79 per ton of crude 

iron), lower blast-furnace fuel cor,ts (EM 4,95 par ton of crude 

iron) and lower electricity costs. (DM o,7S per ion of crude 

iron). The lower labour costs and the lcwer capital service of 

site "A" account for a slight dimixutijn of the locational advan- 

tage of site "B". This calculât i oix, which does not take into 

account any changes in the choice oí cost goods ara in the deve- 

lopment of their price, makes it now pobcitl« for a comparative 

assessment of locations to be made on the basis of production 

costs. However, such an assessment will invariably be a "snap" 

assessment made at the time of analysing the two sites, while 

plant layout and production programme are invariable units. 

5.4 Coat of transport fro« tha Plant 

In order to be able make any statement on the most favourable 

site of a smelting plant, it is, however, not sufficient to 

know the cost advantage of a site. The overall assessment must 

include an analysis of the sales markets which are to be supplied, 

of their distance from the alternative sites, of the method of 

transporting these products to their markets, as well as of the 

costs of transport. In the end, the most favourable site is that 

from which the products have the lowest costs until they reach the 

consumer. The consumer is not interested in the plant location 
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Fig.   13 - Comparison of net worke costs 

Output 
Work  A Work B Advantage 

tor work B 
Product            ^"^»^^ Nt>tt Works costs 

1/month OM/t output DM/t ftutput 

! 

1 
1 

riaishad sinter for IDAC 
hot aitol 225.5OO 49,48 44,52 4,96 

Flaisha« sintor for itool- 
aafciag iron (M ataal) 75.I5O 53,51 50,06 3,45 

LMC hat «til 225.5OO 139,17 126,26 12,91 

StoolMklag ire« 75.I5O 153,01 140,69 12,32 

Craw aaygaa itoti 25O.OOO 189,95 180,14 9,81 

Craw ON ataal I5O.OOO 211,73 205,55 6,18 

Slab lanata 
Ox I7O.OOO 223,73 212,07 11,66 

OH 68.000 249,35 241,96 7,39 

lapta 
Ox 44.000 220,57 209,37 11,20 

OH 6'.600 2^5,32 2J>Ò,Z3 7,07 

lillats 
Ox 15.OOO 246,28 235,68 10,60 

OH 32.320 272,07 265,77 6,30 

(tot «ida atrip 
Ox 115.090 272,84 258,68 14,16 

OH 19.510 299,26 289,50 9,76 

i 
i 

Saal fiatsha« 
prostata 

Ox 6.110 247,48 236,97 10,51 

OH 15.270 273,27 267,06 6,21 

wavy hart 
art aactlaai 

Ox 19.920 362,88 357,73 5,15 

OH IO.87O 390,21 389,62 0,59 

Haavy anal 
•atfla* alata 

Ox I3.8OO 355,56 346,02 9,5^ 

OH 29.73^ 383,59 378,73 4,86 

•ata «Ma stri* 
Ox 18.856 367,25 353,06 14,19 

OH 28.694 398,50 389,52 8,98 

Nat wie» strip 
Ox 27.500 281,40 268,15 13,25 

OH 12.5OO 307,82 298,97 8,85 

Calt* rallaa" PreÉMts 

       -, 

Ox 107.035 390,46 377,31 13,15 

OH 18.145 418,87 410,44 8,43 
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Fir.   14   _ Analyses  of cout acL ai.ta(;c-s;   for Workt;   B 

^V. Nett works costs Breakdown  of cost  advantage 

Product            ^^""v,,^ 
Work A 

Mvartogt 
Work B      tor 

Work B 

Ore 
freight 

Fuels 
b fee 

Elee - 
tncity 

"uelS   FVsonnel 

Oil OH     costs 

Service 
ot 

capital 
Scrap 

OM/I output DM/t output 

Ì 
à 
fe 

1 

1 
0. 

fineshed sinter for LDAC 
hot tetal *9,*e **,52 *,96 5,11 0,*2 0,25 - /.0,09 ,/.0,30 - 

Finished sinter for stael- 
•aking iron (OH steel) 53,51 50,06 3,*5 *,02 0,*8 0,25 - /.0,09 ./.0,30 - 

LDAC hot Mtal 139,17 126,26 12,91 7,79 *,95 0,78 - ./.0.13 ./.1,02 - 

Steelamking iron 153,01 1*0,69 12,32 6,72 6,28 0,78 - ./.0,1* ./.1,05 - 

Crude oxygen steel 169,95 180,1* 9,81 7,03 *,*6 1,3* - ./.0,*8 ./.1,31 /.0,61 

Crude QH steel 211,73 205,55 6,18 3,56 3,15 1,1* 2,15 ,/.0,6* ./.0.97 /.1,06 

Slab ingots 

Ox 223,73 212,07 11,66 8,27 5,25 1,96 - ./.0,6* ./.1,96 /.0,72 

OH 2*9,35 231,96 7,39 3,95 3,70 1,7* 2,53 ,/.0,82 ./.1.56 /.1,25 

Ingots 

Ox 220,57 209,37 11,20 7,99 5,07 1,80 - ./.0.73 ./.2,01 ./.0.69 

OH 2*5,32 238,25 7,07 3,82 3,58 1,56 2,** ./.0.91 k/.1,62 I./.1.20 

Billets 
Ox 2<tb,2B 235,68 10,60 8,53 5,28 2,1* ,/.1,01 ./.2,56 ,/.0,72 

OH 272,07 265,77 6,30 3,98 3,73 1,89 2,5* ./.1,20 ./.2,16 ./.1,25 

Hot wide strip 
Ox 272,8* 251,o8 1*,16 8,53 5,*1 3,18 ./.0,89 ./.2,95 ./.0,7* 

OH 299,26 289,50 9,76 *,07 3,81 2,95 2,61 ./.1.08 ./.2,5* ./.1,29 

i 
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Seed-finished 

Products 

Ox 2*7,*8 236,97 10,51 8,33 5,2« 2,36 - ./.1,01 ./•2,56 ./.0,72 

OH 273,27 267,06 6,21 3,91 3,73 2,11 2,5* ./.1.20 ./.2,16 ./.1.25 

Heavy bars 
and sections 

Ox 362,81 357,73 5,15 8,82 5,60 2,9* - ./.1,*7 ./.3,82 ./.0,76 

OH 390,21 369,62 0,59 *,22 3,95 2,M 2,69 ./.1,66 ./.3,39 ./.1,55 

Médius bars 
and sections 

Ox 

OH 

355,56 3*6,02 9,5* 9,05 5,7* 5,58 - ./.1.89 ./.*,62 ./.0,78 

383,59 378,75 *,86 *,33 *,05 5,31 2,76 ./.2,09 •/.*,19 ./.1,36 

Heavy and lediua 

Plate 

Ox 

OH 

367,25 

398,50 

353,06 1*,19 10,09 6,*0 3,92 - ./.1.95 ./.*,73 ./.0,88 

389,52 8,98 *,82 *,51 3,66 3,09 ./.2,17 ./.*,2* ./.1,52 

Hot Mide strip 
Cix ¿81,*0 268,15 13,25 8,53 5,*1 3,*0 - ./.0,89 ./.2,95 ./.0,7* 

OH 307,82 298,97 8,85 *,07 3,81 3,17 2,61 ./.1,08 ./.2,5* ./.1.29 

Cold rolled products 

Ox 590,*6 377,31 13,15 9,17 5,82 5,38 - ./.2,81 ./.*,82 ./.0,80 

OH *18,87 *1Q,** 8,*3 *,38 *,10 5,13 2,81 ./.3,01 ./•*,38 ./.1,39 

*) Cost  advantao»»  and  disadvantage* tor mam  cost   centres 
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from which he is supplied.   It is the price of products free at 
his processing plant that matters to him. 

Assuming that the production costs are equally great at  either 
site under consideration,  and that the products are sold at the 
same prices, one would note that each location has a closely 
defined sales area, which can only be supplied from the alterna- 
tive location at the expense of cuts in revenue. 

If we assume further that transport costs are proportionate to 
the range of transport, we could, in theory, delineate the sales 
areas by means of a straight vertical line, placed in the middle 
of the horizontal connection line between the two sites. 
Figure 15 shows this theoretical solution. Taking into account 
the above assumptions, the diagram enables us to see that, accor- 
ding to the production cost advantage of site "A",  for instance, 
this central vertioal line moves towards site MBM. Thus, the sales 
market which can be supplied at more favourable costs by "A" is 
being extended. 

5.5. Result of assessment 

If, after the preceding mathematical analysis, a looational com- 
parison is made, we will arrive at the end result, which shows 
the location most suitable, out of several locations, for supplying 
the sales markets. In this context it is, however, necessary to 
point out that the result is a merely statistical statement, be- 
cause the calculation was confined to a speoific time. 
Pronouncements on looational advantages in the long run will only 
be possible after taking into account factors varying with time, 
like, for example, cost goods prices, cost goods choice etc., as 
is done in dynamic analysis. 

The advantage of comparative statistical analysis lies in the 
smaller amount of work required. In addition, the information 
provided by comparative statistical analysis may even be suffi- 
cient for long-term considerations, if the factors of influence 
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accounted for in the analysis are subject to the same trend. 
This applies, for instance, in the event of both sites under 
consideration being affected equally by economic policy. 

The result of such an analysis must invariably be verified by 
means of a sensitivity analysis. This, of course, includes a 
re-assessment of the available information and its degree of 
precision, the evaluation of purely qualitative factors, as well 
as all the other premises. 

6*       "YMfflfì Hmnariaon oí  s|,fff 

Having pointed to the limited information value of statistical 
site comparisons, we will now try to describe, briefly, the 
dynamic method of determining a location. 

In order to be able to determine the long-term advantage of 
a newly planned plant, it is necessary to quantify those factors 
which vary with time, as well as their respective behaviour. 
Only this enables us to provide positive evidence of an assured 
long-term locational advantage. 

In view of the great number of locational factors, which, 
moreover, affect each other as well, it is necessary to apply 
a method which makes it possible to effect locational analysis 
for the steel industry irrespective of certain geographical 
regions. A method available for this purpose must enable us to 
find the most suitable site irrespective of the number of factors 
of influence and their locational differences. However, the dimen- 
sion« of such a comparative mathematical analysis no longer allow 
•ay manual calculation«. Por economic reasons, it is, therefore, 
necessary to devise a mathematical model which can be used for 
data processing. 

Dynamic analytical methods, of course, are based on the same 
assumptions as statistical ones. They include, for instance, 
a determination of the sales market and of the sales programme, 
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the development of a sales programme including all the plant 
and output data as well as sufficient  quantitative framework 
for the consumption of cost goods.  In addition, it will he 
necessary to account  for the price of cost  goods and their 
longterm changes at  the locations in question. Moreover,  a 
dynamic analysis drawn up in this manner,  together with a 
mathematical model, provides the opportunity of partial opti- 
mization,  for example through substituting cost goods (  e.  g. 
partial decrease of crude-iron input  in the LD converter and 

its replacement with scrap). 

A locational analysis of this kind 1), using a mathematical 
model, was demonstrated at the annual Congress of German Metal- 
lurgists at Düsseldorf in 1972. The aim of the analysis    demon- 
strated there was to determine the most favourable method of 
supplying a familiar market. The model served to assess the 
lowest locational costs of smelting plant with their own pro- 
cessing plant. At the same time, the model also made it possible 
to effect a locational separation of smelting plant and proces- 
sing plant, and to show the result. However, this comparison of 
sites was based on existing, invariable production programmes 

and market structures. 

In the model, the following items were listed as subject to 
processional changes or variable according to cost goods input: 

- the source of supply of coking coal 
- the choice of natural gas or fuel oil for meeting heat 

requirements (lime-stone or dolomite for the burden) 
. the composition of the burden 
- the cooling system of the LD steel plant 
- the electricity supply of the steel plant 
- the locations of processing plant 
- the supply of the market from several processing plant. 

1) Weisweiler, Frans-Josef: Modell mit Anwendung für 
St sndardunt ersuchungen von 
Hüttenwerken mit Veiterverarbeitung, 
Stahl u.  Eisen 1973 
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With th« aid of the mathematical model the moat favourable 
alternative was determined for each site,  thus obtaining 
partial optimation. 

The question remains as to the cases where this method of 
locational comparison can be applied.  This brief description 
obviously shows that this method of analysis constitutes another 
step towards reaching objective results in locational comparisons. 
However,  I believe that, on account of the great amount of work 
required,  it will only be applied if,  on the basis of assured 
indicators, the locational factors can be expected to be subject 
to substantially different changes in the course of time. 

7.     Example of global comparative analysis of lootUQM 

After an initial demonstration of locational analyses and com- 
parisons by theoretical methods, it is no doubt of som« interest 
to describe the result of such an analysis. For this purpose, 
however, the description of a more global analysis is «ore appro- 
priate, because it is more likely to show the essential features 
in the process. A model example of this was demonstrated by 
Th. Brandi    ^ at the same Annual Congress of German Metallurgisti 
in 1972. The aim of his analysis was to provide an answer to the 
question of whether a certain site in Western Europe offered any 
advantages over overseas sites. A global analysis of this kind 
first required the establishment of certain premises whose vali- 
dity must be verified by the analysis. Thus the investigation 

assumed that 

1. The geographical situation of the plant with regard to 
the sales markets and, with it, the cost of transporting 
finished products from the plant, 

2. The geographical situation of the plant with regard to the 
raw material markets and, with it, the cost of transporting 
raw materials to the plant, and 

1) Th. Brandii Stahl und EL s en 1973 
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3. An energy supply assured with regard to types of energy, 
quantity, and price,  are decisive for determining the optimal 
site,  and that, moreover, 

4. Approximately    5o per cent of the total cost is caused by raw- 
material input and  energy consumption. 

On the basis of these premises,  it is possible to describe the 
optimal site in terms of its proximity to the sales market, the 
iron ore and the sources of energy. 

Starting from this, an analysis «as made of those regions of the 
world which have deposits of iron ore and which can supply energy 
(cf.   Figure 16 ). The result is that iron ore and energy can 
only be found closely together in the USA, in India, Southern 
Africa, and Australia. There are large iron-ore deposits in South 
Anerica and West Africa, but these areas have quantitatively and 
qualitatively insufficient deposits of coking coal. From this first 
analysis, only the following countriec offer competitive sites: 

a) Venezuela 
b) Brazil 
c) Liberia 
d) Southern Africa 
e) Australia 

At first sight,  plants located in these areas seem to offer an 
advantage over certain plant locations in western European inland 
arena. Their advantage is due to the fact that the freight rates 
for carrying iron ore to the plant are comparatively low, and 
that coking coal is cheaply available froa nearby areas or can be 
bought cheaply in the world market. 

If we calculate these cost advantages over • European plant on 
the raw material and energy supply side in terns of a nixed 
consignment of semi-finished and finished products, we will arrive 
at a sales area which - only in terms of the above-mentioned four 
assumption - could be supplied sore favourably from the sites 
considered. 
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A projection of these advantages on a world map (see Figure 
17) reveals that,  with the aid of lower input material 
costs,   the African coast could be supplied from southern Africa, 
as could some of South America's east coast  (dotted line). 
In addition, it becomes clear that the coasts of Western Europe 
could be reached from Venezuela,  since the lower cost of input 
materials roughly balances the cost of transporting finished 
products from the plant. What is more, almost the entire coast 
of South and North America as well the West coast of Africa can 
be supplied more favourably from this location (see full 
line). 

However, Brandi points out in his analysis that two major 
factors have not been considered in this analysis: 

1.) The cost of producing steel has been assessed as being 
equally great for all locations considered, or, respectively, 
it has not been taken into account in the analysis. An exact 
detemination of the steel-producing costs would have required 
too extensive an analysis of every locationally specific 
factor. 

2.) The cost analysis of the transport of rolled-steel products 
only includes the cost of loading and transport at sea. The 
cost of unloading, customs duties, etc. has not been taken 
into account. On the other hand, possible decreases in trans- 
port costs through the use of special ships, on account of 
its long-term character etc. have not been included in the 
analysis, either. 

However, thes»looational faotors, which were excluded from the 
analysis, are so important as to justify the claim that competi- 
tiveness in the European market is not positively assured by 
plant sites in Venezuela, either. As we said before, locational 
advantages oonsist not only in favourable energy and raw-material 
oosts. 1) 

1) v.  d. Hijst, v. d. Voestijnes in Stahl und Usen 9o (197o 

p. *»49 
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The global analysis  of locations described above did not deal 
with any precisely defined site, but  a region or a country as 
a whole, where a plant may possibly be established.  This method 
of locational analysis makes it possible to exclude those regions 
which a global analysis proves to be at a disadvantage,  before 
a detailed analysis  of the sites under consideration is made. 
This is why I considered describing the above example to be inter- 

esting. 

Conclusions 

After this brief survey of the possibilities of determining the 
most favourable site for a   smelting plant it is,   I think, 
necessary at this final stage to point out once again some mador 
problems entailed in such investigations. 

Thus the description has, I hope, shown how complicated an 
analysis of locational problems is.  I have tried to demonstrate 
that an exact analysis required sufficient time,  as well as 
experts who possess the necessary amount of knowledge and 
experience. General considerations are of little assistance in 
this context. Irrespective of this, one must be aware of the 
degree of exactness of such analyses. The result of any investi- 
gation can never be more exact than the information constituting 
its data framework!    However, the fact that locational factors 
partly change at different rates means that there is no such 
thing as a permanently optimal site.  1) For the choice of loca- 
tion, this means that it must be adapted in each case to future 
developments instead of being solely based on the data valid at 

the time of analysis. 

It may therefore, be taken for granted that, in any discussion 
on a possible site for a smelting plant, the general requirements 
for establishing this type of production plant are fulfilled. 

1) Küschenpöhler,  H.:      Der Standort industrieller Unternehmungen 
als betriebswirtschaftliches Problem, 
Berlin 1958,  Seite 77/78 
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This includes a solution of the problems of raw-material supply, 

supply of labour, and infra-structure in its long-term develop- 

ment. However, it is Just as important to know, as far as is 

possible, the development of the sales markets and the possible 

behaviour of the competitors operating in it. For it is nowa- 

days impossible for anybody to make fully isolated decisions in 

a world-wide economy with its many mutual relationships. 

The scope of this description made it impossible for the location 

problem to be discussed from a macro-economic point of view with 

its altogether different methods. Objectives of structural or 

general economic policy may, from a macro-economic point of view, 

render a location interesting which the enterprise concerned is 

first bound to reject as unfavourable from a micro-economic view- 

point. However, with the aid of fiscal preferences, taxation 

policies, tariff policies, state grants etc., the national economy 

may modify locational factors to the effect that macro- and micro- 

economic objectives tally. These mutual relationship and their 

prerequisites could not be discussed within the scope of this 

paper, although they are certainly of major importance for deve- 

loping countries building up their own industries. 

The above applies, in particular, to national economies with 

scarce financial resources. This is why every decision of economic 

policy which calls for state finance must be examined with regard 

to the alternative investment possibilities for these financial 

means, in order to invest the money in such untertakings which 

produoe the highest marginal profit for the national economy. *or 

the latter, this may mean that, on account of the above factors, 

a aite regarded as optimal may have to be dispensed with. For such 

a decision the only standard is a comparison of the product cost 

of plants in the country, as determined by locational analysis, 

and a comparison of these figures Kith world market price». 
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